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72" WIDE BECKAM GARLAND CHANDELIER |
264876

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Availability:: Custom Crafted In Yorkville,
New York Please Allow 56 Days

Dimensions and
Weight

Item Minimum Height:: 30"
Item Maximum Height:: 90"

Item Length or Depth:: 72" Depth
Item Width or Depth:: 72" Width

Item Weight:: 550 lbs.

Lamping
Base Type:: INTEGRAL

Shape:: LED
Wattage:: 160 LED

Other Family:: Beckam
Metal Finish:: Natural Brass

Luxurious jewelry-inspired elements, expert artisanship and innovative state-of-the-art technology are combined with the
Beckam Garland Chandelier. This illuminating, color-changing masterpiece is designed and engineered with Integral,
individually addressable RGB LEDs that are specially programmed to create any light show or scene imaginable and will
even dance to music. Elegantly tiered Clear Crystal Baguettes provide a prismatic brilliance and are crowned with Four Solid
Brass Rings with a Brushed Antique finish. The massive Beckam Garland Chandelier is just one example of how custom-
made lighting can offer an additional arrow in your design quiver. The overall height of the fixture ranges from 30 to 90
inches as the aircraft cable can be easily adjusted in the field to meet your exact lighting requirements. The Beckam
Garland Chandelier is included in our American-made, American-designed, handcrafted Crystal Lighting Collection and
manufactured in the 2nd Ave Lighting's 180,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Yorkville, New York. UL and cUL listed
for dry and damp locations. Not just limited to one-of-a-kind pieces, 2nd Ave Lighting provides scores of themes for various
projects across a broad range of market segments. No project is too large or complex. Distributed primarily to the hospitality
design community, 2nd Ave manufactures upscale bespoke lighting with an emphasis on hand-applied premium finishes,
diffuser styles, and lens materials. Scale and proportion are optimized with luminance by integrating impeccable designs to
meet clients aesthetic vision and functional requirements, whether it's a one-of-a-kind masterpiece or a complete theme.
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